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The fashion industry has stepped into an all new different level with its freshly arrived designs and
collections by various brands and designers. In this fast moving fashion industry it becomes a little
tough to keep abreast with the changing trends, however there are mediums which help us to be in
touch with the varying shifts. The most effortless ways to keep in sync with the fashion industry.
Especially for girls it is important to keep track of these mediums so as to be fashionably updated.
Recently, the Vogue magazine talked about the latest desires expressed by the magazine in their
â€˜Vogue Desireâ€™ column. The magazine shortlisted a desirable list of shoes and bags online on their
website.
To list a few items-A shoulder bag from Anya Hindmarch called as Tiny Tim dancer bag. This bag is eccentric and
glamorous at the same time. The bag has an exceptional feature of Led lights and has its battery
concealed in its inner pocket. You can complement this bag with your party dress as it is made up of
gold textured leather. You can check out this bag online at the Vogue magazineâ€™s website.
-Platform pump heels by Brian Atwood. This heel is flavored with three bold colors namely violet,
watermelon and emerald. The colored blocked pumps are made up of a snakeâ€™s skin and have a 1.5
inch platform height with 6 inch heel. Wear them with nude colored dresses and enjoy the fun of
flaunting a colorful statement.
-Another extraordinary creation by Vivienne Westwood. This bag is the part of the â€˜Expedition
Collectionâ€™ created by the designer. This bag is themed with printed graphics of animals, plants and
insects. The bag is both classy and quirky and goes well with a bold color dress or top.
-An impressive concept by Fendi can be seen in its Wuthering Heights Booties. These are the velvet
boots which have a color blocked theme and mink fur detailing. The boots are made up of leather
and have wooden heels with backgammon print on them.
-You will find an interesting bag online. It is a flap bag which is made up of quilted lambskin and a
type of leather called Galuchat. The main highlight of the bag can be seen in its strap which is
designed intricately and bear roses.
-There is a complete list of bags online. Vogue presents one another desired product by Lanvin. It is
a Crystal-embellished clutch by the brand. The bag is studded with green diamantÃ© and is arranged
in an ombrÃ© design which is beautifully executed on a black satin material. The clutch has got a
detachable strap along with a metal clasp.
The prices of above mentioned all the items are available on request. So now you can buy bags
online and keep updated yourself in fashion by just a few clicks.
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